Lessons for Brands looking to grow in a post-COVID world

Press Release

1 December 2021: Research released today from the EACA Knowledge Centre of Effie Europe winners reveals 4
salutary lessons on how marketing communications can enable brands into growth post-recession.
Titled the "The Road to Recovery: What lessons from previous recessions can teach us about communication-led growth
in a post-COVID world”, this research has been conducted by marketing effectiveness experts The Effectiveness
Partnership and TBWA\ who have analysed data from EACA Effie Europe winners from 2008-2020.
Very little literature exists on how brands can best emerge from economic downturns. This whitepaper seeks to redress
this, with research from the Effectiveness Partnership and TBWA\ finding that brands can drive communications-led
growth by adhering to these 4 lessons:
1. There are big opportunities for value brands to cement their place in consumer repertoires primarily through driving
increased frequency; and for high innovation brands to use the power of communications to help fuel closer customer
connections, and grow penetration.
2. That emotion is critical to bolstering brand connections to post-recessionary consumers, and growing brand
relevance is disproportionately important during these periods.
3. That successful brands with the capability and confidence to bring new products and innovations into the
marketplace, and communicating these when times are hard are rewarded by being able to move off the defensive
and onto the offensive, seizing new opportunities for growth.
4. That TV, leading an increasingly sophisticated and multi-channel communications mix, remains critical to driving
large business effects post-recession. And that the power of earned media is critical to engage consumers and to create
fame, creating togetherness and conversation at times when consumers are looking for shared meaning.
This whitepaper will be available to download free of charge from www.eaca.eu, www.effie-europe.com and
www.theeffectivenesspartnership.com from Thursday, 2nd December.
Author, Donald Pirie, Strategy Director TBWA\ will delve deeper into the findings as part of the launch of the
whitepaper at the Effie Europe 2021 virtual gala from 4pm CET on the 1 December 2021.
Following a short presentation of the findings, Donald will be joined by Effie Europe co-chairs of Judges – Claire Miller,
Global Head of Strategy, Lego Agency and Vincent Garel, Executive VP TBWA\Groupe France to explore the
implications for client and agencies in a conversation moderated by The Effectiveness Partnership, Chairman, Janet
Markwick. To join register here.
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Says Gurdeep Puri, co-founder The Effectiveness Partnership and co-author of this report:

"The Effectiveness Partnership was delighted to be able to conduct this rigorous research into Effie Europe winners
from the EACA and offer new thought-leadership to this previously under-investigated area. This research shows how
communications can be the fuel for growth in recovery years and reveals how to best go about laying out that roadmap
to recovery.”
Says Donald Pirie, Strategy Director at TBWA\ and co-author of the report:

"Using valuable and extensive data from the EACA Effectiveness Knowledge Centre, we’re delighted to present this
paper to offer key insights into how brands can successfully emerge from recessions in stronger positions than before.
We hope this paper can give some relevant lessons to the marketing industry adapting to our ‘new normal’, creating
well-founded optimism for the future.”
-endsFor further information, please contact Kasia Gluszak, Communications & Events Manager at kasia.gluszak@eaca.eu.

Notes to Editors
About the Effie Awards Europe
Introduced in 1996, the Effie Awards Europe were the first pan-European marketing communications awards to be
judged on the basis of effectiveness. Effie leads, inspires and champions the practice and practitioners of marketing
effectiveness through education, awards, ever-evolving initiatives and first-class insights into marketing strategies that
produce results. Effie recognises the most effective brands, marketers and agencies in Europe and is considered as
global symbol of achievement, while serving as a resource to steer the future of marketing success. EFFIE® and EFFIE
EUROPE® are registered trademarks of Effie Worldwide, Inc. and are under license to EACA. All rights reserved. Find
us on Twitter and Facebook.
About EACA
The European Association of Communications Agencies (EACA) represents more than 2 500 communications agencies
and agency associations from nearly 30 European countries that directly employ more than 120 000 people. EACA
members include advertising, media, digital, branding and PR agencies. EACA promotes honest, effective advertising,
high professional standards and awareness of the contribution of advertising in a free market economy and encourages
close co-operation between agencies, advertisers and media in European advertising bodies. EACA works closely with
EU institutions to ensure freedom to advertise responsibly and creatively. For more information, visit www.eaca.eu.
Connect with us on Twitter, Facebook & LinkedIn.
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About The Effectiveness Partnership (TEP)
The Effectiveness Partnership (TEP) is a transformation agency designed to help brands and agencies embed a culture
of effectiveness. Founded in 2008 TEP has been making clients more successful through designing effective strategies,
mentoring more effective ways of working, and overseeing executions fuelled by insightful evaluation. Bridging the gap
between creative and logic TEP’s consultants offer a wealth of experience across change management, organisational
structure, brand strategy, advertising, content marketing, storytelling, performance coaching through to econometrics,
analytics and insight. www.theeffectivenesspartnership.com
About TBWA\
TBWA\ is the Disruption® Company, creating big disruptive ideas that locate and involve brands in culture, giving
them a larger share of the future. Named one of the World’s Most Innovative Companies by Fast Company in 2019,
2020 and 2021 TBWA is an established agency with a world-renowned reputation. Its international collective has
11,300 creative minds across 295 offices in 97 countries and is currently ranked 5th in the world in the Cannes Lions
creative rankings. TBWA Disruption® has been its philosophy and operating system since 1992 and since then, is has
been successfully applying this unique way of thinking for some of the world’s leading brands including adidas, Apple,
and Airbnb.
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